CONTEMPORARY  THEATRE
THEATRICAL COMPANIES	I?
The nature and quality of the implicit feeling can
then be considered.   Is it an original and genuine
response to experience or perfunctory and stereo
typed is it intense or diffuse profound or shallow
subtle or commonplace reasoned or irrational
Quest oning its inherent feeling often reveaN
that a commercially successful piece although
well made    l= valueless   while an unconven
tional work like Pinter s Dumb Waiter ex
and reveals deep seated anxieties and fern,
Drama is an especially complicated art m that
part of its material being words it may also it
volve discussion of ideas    This discussion hov
ever should not be mistaken for a statement oF
the author s convictions    In a good play it is an
expression of his characters fechng about idea°
very different thing
Another enauiry concerns the appropriates s
and beauty of the form m which the feelm" "3
conveyed. Many consider that Beckett s Wai ing
for Godot conveys the same mood implicit m e.i a
Lear and that each play is an image of man di
illusioned adrift assailed by despair m an a'ltu
universe This recognised ihe critic s task is to
explore the form of the two plays Apart from
the fact that they both use a most uaproinbu
able they could hardly be more different Kn
Lfar is a Renaissance verse tragedy of the fall o
princes with subtle presentation of character d
velopment and contrast and with a coherent pic t
siolfnlly developed through arresting action up to
the tragic chmax Waiting for Godot is a prc „
piay about an abortive encounter almost devoid
of individual characterisation and story with a,
static circular structure and an ending is
ambiguous and inconclusive as its beginning
Yet m either case the form of the play has art'stic
significance and appropriateness and repay
analysis and here again the critic needs to t e v
flexible interpreter of the artist s purpose
The most searching question to be asked of a
play is whether it Is life enhancing whether like
the finest art it gives delight or deepens under
standing
Most difficult to estimate are those plays like
Lear or Godot which express a mood of despair
But if mans honesty and endurance are ul*i
mately affirmed the play is not negative in mi
port Iiear begs forgiveness and the tramps still
wait Similarly a biting satire may be positive
if it helps to clear away old wood to make room
for new growth A facile optimism may be a
betrayal
Ideally the best way to know a play is first to
see it on. the stage when its theatrical qualities can
be enjoyed and later to read it at leisure
literary value can be appreciated.
devoted to a sober searching and candid explora
tion of the historic relationship between "\ erlaine
and Rimbaud
The abolition m September 1968 of the Lord
Chamberlain s powers of theatre censorship re
moved omcial taboos on the dramatist s freedom
of expression, which will in future be conditioned
by the publics response There has been an
increasing vogue for permissiveness m the use
of four letter words and in sexual reference The
revue Oh' Calcutta1 (1970) sponsored by Tynan
included a representation of sexual intercourse and
total nudity The taboo on stage nakedness was
broken
Tne playgoer of today is in a curious dilemma
The avant garde dramatist relies increasingly on
theatrical device to the neglect of coherent speech
while in the 'West End there lias been a reaction
towards the Suyles fashionable just before the
modern revival The kitchen sink plav of
Neo realism (n V} is now seldom seen and a feature
of 1070 has been a return to favour of the well
made play with revivals of Coward Priestley
and Maugham
For those who enjoy Loth literature and exciting
theatrical surprise one pleasure is the continuous
stream 01 Sbaw productions which has character
ised the contemporary revival The greatest
sustenance of all is of course the abundant
opportunity to enter imaginatively into the world
of Shakespeare the many sided genius who re
conciles the opposites Here we are especially
indebted to the exquisite ensemble pliymg of the
National Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare
Company
Criteria ol Judgment
How can the value of novel and experimental
plays be estimated? The ultimate test of time is
obviously impossible and some of the critical
pimeiples by which traditional drama has been
interpreted are no longer relevant to the revolu
tionary plays of Brecht and lonesco
The flist canon of criticism is to remember that
every art form determines the criteria by which it
is judged and the good dramatic critic does not
approach any play with a pontifical set of rules
but endeavours to keep an open mind and so to
discover its unique significance and value
Since artistic form is an expression of Immin
feeling the first encounter with a work of art
should be in a mood of extreme receptivity so
that by shedding preconceived notions the re
cipient may be aware of the feeling implicit m the
work however novel or even bizarre the expression
may be The initial reaction to drama should be
intuitive
II  EMINENT THEATRICAL GROUPS
We are greatly indebted to a few enterprising and
devoted groups—chiefly repertory companies and
theatre clubs—which help to keep drama alive
Foremost are the Eoyal Shakespeare Company
and the National Theatre which have earned an
international reputation by their superb produc
tions of both classics and new plays Some
groups euch as the English Stage Company and
the Traverse Theatre Edinburgh have been
particularly concerned m introducing new
dramatists
Many repertory theatres are doing exciting
work and a comprehensive list of these can be
found in the Stage Year Book
Among commercial promoters H M Tennent
can be relied on for the high quality of then-
revivals of period plays
The Royal Shakespeare Company
When Peter Hall was appointed managing
director in January 1960 his enterprising work
revolutionised the B S C He decided to supple
 rnent the annual season of Shakespeare at
Stratford on Avon by a continuous repertory of
classical and contemporary plays at the Aldwych
and in 1962 a special experimental season was also
held at the Arts Theatre
Under the directors Peter Hau, Peter Brook
and Paul Scofleld a brilliant team of over 100
actors was gathered together and. the imaginative
direction and artistic perfection of the ensemble
playing became world famous
In the spring of 1968 there was a rearrange
ment among the artists and executives at the
head of the E S O Peter Hall gave up his post
as managing director to become director with
special responsibilities for RSG films and for
the design and building of the Company's new
London theatre m the Barbican
Each year at the Aldwych original Shakes
pearean productions from Stratford alternate
with other classics and stimulating modern wor£
Between 1960 and 1965 there were productions of
highly experimental plays by Beckett. Livings
Pinter Saunders and Whiting and by foreign

